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Targeting may help you win games; it won’t help you improve your game.
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This tip is presented to you by the One More Game Pickleball Club (OMG).

Targeting occurs during a doubles match when a pairing will relentlessly play 
the ball to the weaker or lesser experienced player until they force that 
player to make an error or present them with an opportunity to execute an 
attackable shot. While this strategy is a great one to use in tournament play, it 
is not a good strategy to use in Club or recreational play. 

If you are playing against weaker players, don’t hit every shot to the weakest 
one. Save that for tournaments!  You’re not helping your game or your 
opponent’s game by overpowering them or taking advantage of their 
weaknesses.

So, what is happening when you use targeted play in Club or recreational play? 
Let’s look at this from both sides of the net.

PLAYERS TARGETING

You and your partner are relentlessly targeting the 
lesser experienced player in the Club’s open play. 
Everything is going so well. You have a game plan 
which you are executing to perfection, and you 
subsequently win the game. You now go on to the 
next game, and target some more, winning that game also. 

So what have you learned? You’ve learned how to win games in the Club’s open 
play session where lesser skilled players are playing in your game.

What could you have learned by NOT targeting the lesser skilled player? You 
could have learned how to:

Develop better strategies to exploit the weaknesses of the stronger 
players

Develop patience and dinking skills in “dink offs” against stronger players

Enhance your skill set by hitting to the stronger player and returning their 
quality shots—recognizing the areas you need to work on

Become better aware of your court positioning by optimizing footwork with 
the knowledge that the stronger player may disguise a “surprise attack” in 
the form of an offensive lob, drive, or drop shot.

Ask yourself this question the next time you play in the Club’s open play 
session. Is your objective to win games, or is your objective to get better by 
hitting the ball to the stronger player?

PLAYERS BEING TARGETED

You are the player who is being relentlessly targeted. How does it make you 
feel? Depending on the type of player you are and your mindset, you can use 
being targeted as an opportunity to develop your own skills and learn from 
being targeted. However, if someone is a relatively new player who is still 
growing in confidence, it could swing the other way and could potentially turn 
them off to playing pickleball.

Being targeted can potentially ruin a good game in a Club or recreational 
session. The stronger players can get bored and become disengaged. For the 
greater good of quality play during Club open play sessions and for the 
development of the players, let’s strive to have a culture of not targeting 
players—unless, of course, we are in a competition such as tournaments.


